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Presidents Report.
The New Year gives us an opportunity to look forward and we have much to look forward to at the club.
The upcoming Swap Meet and then our Rally in May will not only add to our restoration project funds
base but will sharpen our resolve and club spirit as we work together.
Immediate club activities include our involvement at Broadford as this newsletter is been produced, and
Hanging Rock in February. If you are able to assist or display at these events your input would be appreciated. These events are a terrific way to "showcase" our club and to provide a great display to the visiting public.
We look forward to you involvement at your club this year
Best Regards,
Tim

“Around the Grounds”
Christmas came and went quickly and the grass went brown then green again!
Recent rain events have kept the park unusually green at this time of the year. The club mower is not in
hibernation yet.
On a cold and wet December evening, the club Christmas party was held at the grounds. Who would
have guessed our summer BBQ would be held at 12 degrees with overcast and rainy conditions with
sheets of water on the grounds. Despite the weather around 20 hardy souls enjoyed the convivial atmosphere.
The Christmas/New Year break saw much local club activity. Spotted on numerous occasions were Tony
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working on the "Thorneycroft" and Dave and Drew working on our storage unit. Bill was also spotted
on rabbit inspections. Anthony continues his weed control spray efforts and was active through this period.
The boiler inspector has delivered a great Christmas present and allowed welding to occur on the portable prior to further testing. All hands on deck now as Dave and Drew weld up and get it back in order.
Notwithstanding any further complications, both the portable and roller will be in steam action at the
Rally.
Another tree died in December near the train track. Green one week, brown the next. Anthony and Tim
felled it late one evening and it was full of borer and badly diseased. This is the third such tree to suffer
this fate!
Thanks to Lindsay and his sign writing prowess, the steam engine shed now proudly displays signage
on its exterior. The "Steam Engine Shed" signs were put way up in place by nimble Drew who scaled to
great heights with the signs, screws and drill to place them in position.
Thanks to Dave who put up our Council supplied signs asking for dog walkers/owners to be responsible.
Thanks also to the Macedon Ranges Shire Council who have cut our rally car park again after recent
rain and growth. It reduces our fire risk and makes our entrance look much more kept.
The grass cutting of the year award goes to Jeff Sheppard. Answering our annual "SOS" call for assistance, he came late one afternoon with his own tractor and equipment and cut large areas to the north
providing a valuable firebreak to the nearby homes. Many thanks for your work! We have heard great
feedback from residents who adjoin the club`s land.
Cars have been accessing the park outside of club activities despite our locked gates and Dave and Tim
are playing a game called "plug the gap". Bollards have been cemented in, extra chains put on gates and
now extra bollards will be installed to stop the unauthorised entries.
Roger and Neil have worked to get the tow motor going again and in reasonable mechanical shape.
They had it running at the January working bee.
The January working bee was very well attended and saw Chris again cutting the entire Perry track with
the whipper snipper whilst Gunther, Dave, Drew and Tim collected 5 trailer loads of cut branches and
placed them in the rubbish heap. A multitude of other tasks were also completed by Noel, Roger, Trevor, Bill and others.
Please support Broadford and Hanging Rock events.
Looking forward to seeing you "Around the Grounds'
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Upcoming Events
WORKING BEES
Working Bees are now held on the second Sunday of the month.

Hanging Rock 2015
The club is planning on putting on a display at the Picnic at Hanging Rock
As per previous years we have been invited by the Macedon Ranges Motor Club to put on a display.
Please give Trevor a call if you can make it and he will help with directions etc.
This is a good way to locally promote our group and advertise both our swap meet and upcoming rally.

Seymour Alternate Expo.
Unfortunately this year the club is not going to be putting on a its annual display at Seymour. This has
been mainly driven by a reduction in members who are able to put in three full days along with enough
other members to come up for one and two days.
Whilst it is sad for this annual event to end, we members of the club can be proud that we have put on a
great show over the years and have finished on a good note and have not tried to achieve something we
couldn't this year and let Seymour and ourselves down.
Over the years the Expo has been a good way to help raise funds for the club whilst showing the public
what our hobby is about. I have been going up for a number of years and along with other members
have stayed at Ted Lodges place when he lived at Nagambie and in more recent years at Harward
Mountjoy’s in Seymour.
Thanks to all the members who over the years contributed to this great activity.

Gisborne Swap and Rally Days
These days are already under planning for next year—with the agenda to create bigger and better
events to help put Gisborne back on the map. Please help as you can as the club needs as much help as
it can in these areas.

National Rally
Plans are well under way for the national Rally in Tassie next year. If you haven’t booked your travel
and accommodation I would recommend doing it as soon as you can. The rally website is available via
http://www.nhma15.com/. There are all sorts of things in Tassie such as other rallies and lots of historic locations.
Newsletter Input.
This is your newsletter, and I am seeking input form you guys—yes this newsletter is full of all sorts of
motivational messages—so I am putting mine her—please send me articles about club and your activities. This makes the newsletter more about the club and its members and that is my simple ambition
for this newsletter. SO BRING THEM ON—to barry.thomas@cgi.com.
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Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society - Kilmore Show 2014
I have submitted this for inclusion in TOMM—lets see how it goes.
Most of the articles in this magazine are of club or museum events or are stories about restoration of vintage machinery items.
This article is slightly different as it talks about a different form of club activity that most members of clubs around Australia
are involved in.
Along with a small number of members of the Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society, under the guidance of Bob Hemphill we
put together a display of vintage engines and machinery as part of the annual Kilmore Agricultural Show. Kilmore is a small
town to the north of Melbourne that a number of readers may have passed on the way to Seymour and or Sydney.
The Kilmore show like a lot of country shows features a combination of horse and dog events, with local art and craft displays.
Other community groups had display covering their activities including the local Kilmore historical society.
This year we had a display combining shearing equipment, stationary engines, one driving a grister, and a grey Ferguson. As
per other years the display attracted quite a degree of interest from both kids and adults. It is amazing out in the general public
how many people have memories of these machines on the farms or in
grandpa’s shed.
Driving an International grister is a 1.5 HP International M, both restored and displayed by Rob Thomas.
A Wolseley restored and displayed by Lindsay Elliot.
A Ritter dental compressor displayed by John Llewellyn. This was
rescued from a demolition site in Melbourne and is an unusual exhibit
that not many people have ever seen.

Another International engine been a 1.5 HP LB, which was restored and displayed by myself. In the background is another International M. this one has been in the family as a restoration and display engine.
The main part of the display centred around Bob Hemphill’s shearing stand. Bob have built and takes to a number of events
including Speewa, and Wedderburn what is effectively a small open air shearing shed. His Lister shearing plant which he has
restored has been used to shear sheep at the Gisborne rally and would have done so at Kilmore except for wet weather conditions. These sheep can be seen at the left of the photo. There was a lamb in amongst them and that did cause some excitement
when it escaped. Bob is pictured putting the cover back in place after checking the belt tension.
A number of other members contributed and it has become the annual off site Christmas get together for the members of Gisborne Club who are in the part of the state.
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I would like to read more about these small events as I know this is
not a unique happening and other clubs are dong similar things for
their local community events. It helps reinforce that part of the reward of restoring these machines is sharing them with people who
have ever used them or are amazed as what was used in the paste.
Gisborne has its annual rally on the third Sunday in May, however in
between then its members will be attending other functions and
events like this one.
Barry Thomas.

Calendar of Events
2015 (yes here it here already)
Australia Day

Broadford Display Day (possible past)

February 8
February 15
February 27

Picnic at Hanging Rock.
Ballan Vintage Rally & Tractor Pull
National Rally Tassie

March 7
March 7-9
March 14
March 21
March 29

Ballan Vintage Swap meet
Scoresby Steamfest
Talbot Vintage Engine and Machinery Show.
Kyabram Vintage Engine Rally & White Truck Muster
Gisborne Swap Meet

April 11 & 12
April 25 & 26

Mt Alexander Rally Guilford (to be confirmed)
Lockington Rally (to be confirmed)

May 17

Third Sunday - Gisborne Steam Rally
Come setup Saturday and display/rally Sunday





General meetings - always 7 PM last Friday of the month,
Committee meeting- second Fridays at 7 PM
Working Bee Days - Second Sunday of the month

Please send me any calendar entries to be added.
Disclaimer: The items published in this newsletter are not necessarily the views of the Gisborne
Vintage Machinery Society. Letters and articles published under the name of an author are the
views of that author only
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